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POST FROM THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL GLIDER MEETING JUNGFRAUJOCH, SWITZERLAND

EDITOR

Fig. 1 Gliders, pilots and support staff at the launch point on the Jungfraujoch Plateau.

I was recently sent a number of papers from our much missed, former Editor, Peter Hobbs. They included this
unattributed material with unusual photographs of these early flights and examples of covers flown. Most of the
written material can be found in a good Swiss Aerophilatelic Catalogue. I hope you find it interesting. There is
much more information on Swiss Aerophilately in backnumbers of our Newsletter – just take a look at the Index of
articles. (Editor)
Glider mail flights took place during the first International Gliding Camp which was held between 4 th and 18th
September 1935 on the Jungfraujoch Plateau. The launching point shown in the photographs (Figs. 1 and 2) lies at
3,460 metres, 1,400 metres above Kleine Scheidegg. The other photographs show some early gliders, including
one in flight above the mountain range (Figs. 3 and 4).
Twenty-one pilots and gliders from four countries (Austria, Germany, Switzerland and Yugoslavia) took part. The
German pilots Hofman and Riedel recorded the longest flights of 108 and 88 kms. respectively, with the Swiss
entry Oscar Baroni coming third with a very respectable 81.5 kms.
Mail was only carried on seven gliders, all entered from Switzerland – examples are shown in Figs. 6-11. Each item
of mail received a blue flight cachet showing a glider over mountain ridges and the text: 'I.
INTERNATIONALES/SEGELFLIEGERLAGER' (First International Glider Camp). A small number of items also received
the official Committee's large round rubber cachet with the text: 'Internationales Segelfliegerlager Jungfraujoch
8460m m.u.M./Camp International de vol a voile Jungfraujoch 8460 m.d.O./4.-18. SEPT. 1935.' Some covers signed
by the glider pilot are known. All the items bear the postmark of the nearest post office to the arrival point where
they were transferred by surface mail to their final destinations.
The majority of the 16,717 items of mail flown originated in Switzerland – 15,145. 1,463 cards with Liechtenstein
frankings and 109 with Austrian frankings on the stamps were also flown. The postage required for the flights was
SFr.1 regardless of the final destination, home or abroad. The stamps were cancelled with a special red handstamp
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Fig. 2 (left) View from the settlement of Kleine Scheidegg (2,064m) towards the Jungfrau, showing the launching point on
the plateau above. Fig. 3 (right) A glider in full flight above the Alps.

with the text: 'I.SEGELLUFTPOST/JUNGFRAUJOCH/16.IX.35'. Two types of cancel were used, distinguished apart by
the position of the lettering (see Fig.5). It was intended that all the mail should be flown on the 16 th September
and the majority of cancels show that date. In the event, the weather conditions were unfavourable and only one
flight by Otto Schurter took off on the 16 th landing 36 kms. away near Thun. The mail on this flight can be
distinguished by an arrival cancel – 'THUN 2 KASERNE' (Fig. 6) and the red Jungfraujoch cancel being applied away
from the stamps.
With one exception, the other flights carrying mail actually took place on the 17 th September, but the mail on
board still carried a version of the 16.IX.35 cancel. The mail on these flights received a rectangular rubber stamp
with the words: 'Abflug wegen ungünstiger Witterung auf den 17. September verschoben' (Due to unfavourable
weather conditions, take-off was postponed to 17 th September). These delay cachets can be found in violet or, less
common, black, or blue ink (Fig. 8 and 9). The exception was a flight by Max Kramer on the following day, the 18 th,
which travelled 19 kms. to Unterseen (Fig. 10). Although the red departure cancel was still dated the 16 th the
Unterseen arrival mark is dated the 18th and the cachet wording refers to a postponement to the 18 th September.

Fig. 4 Glider being manoeuvred by support staff.

Fig. 5 Types I and II of the special red handstamp.

The required Sfr.1 postage charge was made up of various combinations of airmail stamps or a mix of airmail and
ordinary postage stamps (n.b. details of the required postage on items posted in Liechtenstein and Austria are not
known). Occasionally, if the item was a postal stationery card, part of the charge was made up with the imprinted
stamp. Perhaps the most spectacular franking of the items shown is the use of the 1928 Bundesfeier card with an
imprinted 40c airmail (Fig. 11).
A full schedule of the flights carrying mail is shown in the table on the next page, along with pictures of a number
of interesting cards and covers showing the range of material which the specialist collector might seek out.
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Date
16.9.35.
17.9.35.
17.9.35.
17.9.35
17.9.35.
17.9.35.
18.9.35.

Pilot
Otto Schurter
Robert Gsell
Hermann Schreiber
Felix Binder
Willy Bauer
Oscar Baroni
Max Kramer
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Glider Type
Spalinger “S 15K”
“Rhönsperber”
“Condor I”
“Spyr III”
“Spyr III”
Spalinger “S 12”
“Grunau Baby II”

Landing Place
Thun 2 Kaserene
Interlaken
Meiringen
Thun I
Zollbrück
Solothurn
Unterseen
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Distance Flown (kms.) No. Items
36.6
2,350
19
2,600
26
5,517
36.6
2,350
51
950
81
950
19
2,000
TOTAL 16,717

Fig. 6 (left) Postcard to Basel from Triesenberg in Liechtenstein, flown by Otto Schurter in a Spalinger “S15K” to Thun 2
Kaserne (36.6kms.) with blue special cachet. Liechtenstein Airmail (overprinted 60c) and 4 x 10c definitives making up the
postage rate, cancelled with Triesenberg/Liechtenstein date stamp. Special red handstamp Type I (clear of the stamps) and
Thun 2 Kaserne arrival cancel both dated 16.IX.35. This was the only flight actually made on the 16th September.
Fig. 7 (right) Postcard to Eisenach, Germany with blue special cachet. Flown by Hermann Schreiber in a “Condor I” to
Meiringen (26kms.), Meiringen arrival cancel dated 17.IX.35 with violet delay cachet. 10c and 90c airmail stamps from the
International Disarmament Conference issue making up the 1SFr. Postage rate, cancelled with special red handstamp Type
1 dated 16.IX.35.

Fig. 8 (left) Postcard to Balsthal with blue special cachet flown by Robert Gsell in a “Rhönsperber” to Interlaken (19kms.)
40c Helvetia with Sword and 10c and 4 x 15c Landscape definitives making up 1.10SFr. Postage rate (overpaid by 10c)
cancelled with special red handstamp Type 1. Interlaken arrival cancel dated 17.IX.35 with black delay cachet.
Fig. 9 (right) Postal stationery card to Basel with blue special cachet flown by Robert Gsell in a “Rhönsperber” to Interlaken
(19kms.). Interlaken arrival cancel dated 17.IX.35 with blue delay cachet. 10c imprinted stamp and 90c Airmail stamp
making up 1SFr, postage rate, cancelled with special red handstamps Type 2.

References: Details of the official, mail-carrying Jungfrau Glider Mail are in the “Schweizerisches
Luftposthandbuch” issued by the Swiss Aerophilatelists’ Society – latest edition 2013. However, most other glider
mail events were not mail-carrying events, or rather, the mails they carried were put into the post only after
landing. In other words, the Post Office was not involved and did not sanction such “private” flights.
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Fig. 10 (left) Cover to Luzern flown by Max Kramer in a “Grunau Baby II” to Unterseen (19kms.). Blue special cachet.
Postage rate made up of 35c and 65c Airmail stamps cancelled with special red handstamps Type 1 dated 16.IX.35.
Unterseen arrival cancel dated 18.IX.35. This was the only flight actually made on the 18th September and this is clearly
recorded in the violet delay cachet.
Fig. 11 (right) 1928 Bundesfeier card to Luzern flown by Felix Binder in a “Spyr III” (36.6kms.). Blue special cachet. 40c
Airmail imprinted stamp and 25c and 35c Airmail stamps to make up the SFr 1 postage rate cancelled with a single special
red handstamp Type 2 dated 16.IX.35, Thun 1 arrival cancel dated 17.IX.35 and violet delay cachet.

O.H.M.S. COVERS TREATED AS POSTAGE DUE - ADDENDUM

BOB MEDLAND

Once again the writers’ jinx has struck. The June Newsletter included my article about taxing of O.H.M.S. mail - so
typically, on the very day that the Newsletter went out, I found another item (see illustration below) which adds
nicely to the subject matter. This cover has several interesting aspects.
Mail items from Malta to Switzerland must be pretty scarce –
this is the first that I can recall seeing. It was marked ‘On Postal
Service’ and sent by the General Post Office of Malta who
should have known that frank-free official mail was not valid
abroad. Struck with cds ‘Valletta – Malta’ (and two George
Cross motifs) on 14th January 1956, surprisingly the cover
received no Swiss arrival mark. However, it was taxed 50c and
this was paid against an ‘Industrial Landscapes’ 50c stamp,
cancelled with an outline-T hand-stamp.
Calculations for incoming postage due items at this time (19531959) were unusual due to the fact that Swiss letter rate was at
the maximum 60% permitted above the UPU’s recommended
letter rate. Therefore an adjustment of 5/8 had to be applied to the taxe calculated on incoming under-franked
mail. In this case, the letter was treated as unfranked so the Swiss letter rate of 40c (doubled) was then reduced
by 5/8 = 50c taxe.
NEW MEMBERS - The Society has three new members, thanks in part to Werner Gattiker and Bob Medland's
helpful publicity drive. Welcome to Peter Mowbray, and two gentlemen based outside the UK - Mr. P. D. Brennan
from Ireland and the President of the Consilium Philateliae Helveticae Giovanni Balimann. We hope you enjoy all
the benefits that your membership can provide.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.
Liechtenstein also available.

Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -

werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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PETER HOBBS: AN OBITUARY
In the June 2006 edition of the Newsletter Peter Hobbs, in his typical modest manner, quietly announced his
retirement from the Editor's chair. Claude Mistely, the Society's President, paid tribute to him then as follows:
“Peter took over the job of newsletter editor from Mrs Rawnsley who had worked on it for over twenty-five years,
building it into a renowned organ of Swiss philately. It was a hard act to follow, but Peter was more than equal to
it. He brought great zeal, also a penchant for the unusual and, under him, the Newsletter strengthened its position
as a pillar of the Swiss philatelic establishment in the English speaking world.
His editing was meticulous and over those twenty years the Newsletter always came out on time. I had great
pleasure working with him. Peter was responsible for 246 editions or 1,968 pages of typescript and illustrations!
The sheer volume of work involved; through from obtaining material, to preparing it ready for our printers took up
a tremendous amount of time. Time that, especially during the years Peter was working, must have been at a
premium. Apart from the time spent on strictly Editorial duties, all who enjoyed the privilege of his friendship will
be very much aware of the hours Peter devoted to researching enquiries and sharing his love and knowledge of
matters "Swiss philatelic" with our membership.
In all these activities Peter enjoyed the support of his wife Joan and the fact that so few errors crept into the text
of the Newsletter was the result of her so assiduously carrying out her duties as unpaid and unsung Proof Reader.
We owe so much to both Peter and Joan. Thank you Peter for all your hard work, dedication and all you did for the
Society over so many years.”
Other personal tributes to Peter:
Rosalind Ragg - I will always be grateful for Peter's exceptional kindness and welcome when I invited myself to the
first meeting I attended of the Society, and always taking so much interest in my collection with gifts, help and
advice; and when he was sorting out his collection during the last few years offered me all his 'horsey' items. I
now own some lovely 'gems'. Thank you Peter.
Neville Nelder - I shall remember Peter first and foremost as a gentleman; also as someone who had a particular
interest in the French speaking area of Switzerland. He was trying to persuade me to widen my interest beyond
the Jura Bernois!
Richard Donithorn - Quiet, modest, precisely spoken, kind, always ready to chat about his favourite subject – Swiss
Philately – Peter in a nutshell. When I first took over as Editor from Peter in July 2007, it was evident from the
many boxes of papers and files he passed on to me, that the Newsletter had taken up a very large part of his life.
He must have been sad to “see it go”, but he didn't show it and offered me all the advice and support I could
possibly wish for. He continued to offer his help and new ideas for articles right into this year.
He took a particular interest in League of Nations and UN Mail and in the postal history of Geneva, but such was
his inquisitive nature, he seemed to have delved into almost all aspects of Swiss philately building up a very
eclectic and unusual collection. In recent months Peter made considerable efforts to ensure that as many of his
items as possible were in the hands of collectors who would appreciate and cherish them.
He was always looking for the quirky and unusual, in particular - deliberate, or otherwise, infringements of the
PTT and the UNPA's “rulebooks”. Among his many tips to Swiss collectors were – recognise the importance of the
social history that can be gleaned from the messages enclosed in a cover or on a postcard and the illustrations on
the older, beautifully printed black and white postcards. He was always producing short articles or “snippets” of
his own for inclusion in the Newsletter, right up to his recent “prods” for me to include more information on
'Specimens' and 'Perfins'.
A stickler for accuracy and precision, he was particularly proud of the appearance of his Newsletters – which he
emphasised had been produced at home without the use of a computer or modern printing software. He also
heaped praise on the support he had from his wife Joan, particularly in the editing department. Peter was not a
fan of emails – a letter in the post (nicely stamped) or a long, friendly chat on the telephone were his preferred
means of communication. He will be sorely missed by me and, I'm sure, many, many others.
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Given the amount of personal time and effort that several of our Committtee members gave to its organisation, it
was perhaps not surprising that this event proved a great success. Hosted by our Society, we were delighted to
see so many guests joining us from Germany, the Netherlands, the U.S.A. and, of course, Switzerland.
After a congenial “get-to know-you' meal in a local restaurant on the night before, all the participants met up on
the first morning at the offices of the Rölli auction house. Our Chairman, David Hope started proceedings by
welcoming everybody attending and thanking Rölli for their assistance and excellent accommodation. He stated
that: “this was a major landmark in the Society's history. The HPS had been promoting Swiss Philately in the U.K.
for the last 70 years. Our informative Society Newsletter first appeared in 1947 (monthly since 1959) under just 5
editors; and in recent years we have established our own Website. In 2016, our Society is still going from strength
to strength. A great diversity of subjects will be covered over the next two days. We hope that through this event
we will greatly increase our knowledge of the subject and help break-down any language or other barriers
between collectors of Swiss material, whatever their country of origin.”
Fred Hoadley acted as master of ceremonies, introducing each speaker. Those present were treated to some
wonderful displays of outstanding material, helped considerably by almost all the presenters' perfect use of
English (putting certainly the author, with his meagre grasp of German, to shame!). Unfortunately Ivo Bader and
Robert Wightman were unable to attend, but their slots were ably filled by extremely informative contributions
from Heinz Berger of the Swiss Aerophilatelic Society ('Trans-Atlantic Catapult Mail'), the President of the
Consilium Philateliae Helveticae, Giovanni Balimann ('Cancelling Machines in Switzerland') and Hans Zinken with
his impromptu short displays of the de Coppet postmarks and cancelling machines. Seven of our members
showed off some of the fine Swiss material normally hidden away in British collections, to add to the occasion.
Votes of thanks were given to all the speakers by our President Claude Mistely, David Colman, Norton Wragg and
Fred Hoadley and each was presented with a commemorative certificate by David Hope. It is hoped to do justice
to all the guest speakers in future editions of the Newsletter – there is a lot to get through!
All present gained considerable new insights into many aspects of Swiss philately; and benefitted from new
acquaintances and, in several cases, new friendships. Hopefully, both our Society and those of our colleagues
should benefit from this important exchange of ideas and experiences. In my case, I can now put a face to four
fellow editors, some of whom I have corresponded and worked with over several years.
Holding the event in the offices of Rölli-Schär Ltd. enabled us to meet Christina Bamford-Rölli and some of her
team and see the workings of a busy auction house first hand. The view from the windows of the meeting room
directly onto the Wasserturm of the Kapellbrücke and the Vierwaldstättersee beyond was worth the cost of the
trip alone – even with some dramatic rainstorms happening outside! The hotel and restaurant facilities came up
to expectations – naturally, being Swiss! The attractions of Lucerne and surroundings provided ample
entertainment for those with time on their hands to explore. Twelve members and partners enjoyed a visit to
Berne where the members visited the Museum of Communications. This proved very interesting, the highlight
being their collection of classic Swiss philatelic material. A useful contact was made with the curator who has
promised to provide help with our future research.
All in all, an event worthy of our Society's “70th”. Perhaps we should do it again in 5 year's time or host something
in England for our new (and not so new)-found friends ?
George Struble, the Editor of the American HPS's 'Tell', attended the event. He writes: “Heartfelt congratulations
to the Helvetia Philatelic Society on its 70 th Anniversary, both from your younger sister, the American Helvetia
Philatelic Society, and from me personally. My congratulations and thanks, too, for the splendid celebration you
hosted in Lucerne. I am very grateful that you allowed me to participate in it with you. Your Organizing Committee
did a superb job of preparation, and the whole event was delightful. You should all be quite proud! Of course, the
best part was that we got to make new friends, I will cherish the friendships I came home with.” George also
wrote a very complimentary report on the event for the July edition of 'Tell'.
Reporting the event in the 'SBZ', Christina Bamford-Rölli wrote: “Presentations of the highest calibre were given by
society members and the invited speakers. A compliment to the organizing committee and the society committee
for the far-sighted planning and the perfect organization of this outstanding event.”
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George is the Editor of 'Tell', the journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society. He travelled with his wife Elsa
from their home town of Salem in Oregon on the West coast of the U.S.A. to our Anniversary celebration in
Lucerne to make this presentation. He has long been a collector of SCADTA material and counted our former
member and stamp dealer Ian Gilchrist among his friends. He often admired Ian's competitive display which was
significantly larger than his own collection. After Ian died, George made an offer for Ian's SCADTA material, which
was accepted. He has since combined the material from the two collections and exhibited it at several exhibitions,
first, as a tribute, under Ian's name (Pat Gilchrist has the award). The display presented in Lucerne has won Gold
awards at several US national shows and the Grand award at NOJEX. His display can be viewed in full on his
Website - www.willamette.edu/~gstruble/phila.htm
SCADTA, the Sociedad Colombo-Alemana de Transportes
Aereos (the Colombian-German Society for Air Transport) was
among the earliest airlines in South America. It was formed in
December 1919, made its first flights in 1920 and started
scheduled services in 1921.
SCADTA had neither a government subsidy nor a postal service
contract to carry mail. Colombian stamps could not pay for
airmail postage, so SCADTA issued its own stamps, which only
paid for air transport within Colombia. These stamps and their
Fig. 1 use from and to Switzerland are the main subject of my collection, though I also have a number of
examples of mail carried by SCADTA under government contract until the nationalisation of SCADTA in 1940.
In 1919 there were few roads through the mountains of Colombia, travellers taking up to 8-14 days to reach the
interior from the coast. This was good news for some German aviation people who were looking for new
opportunities to operate passenger and cargo flights. They were backed by three German and five Colombian
investors. SCADTA was born. The airstrips at that time were inadequate, so they converted their two Fokker F-13s
to seaplanes, landing on the Magdalena river (Fig. 1). In 1920, an Austrian, Peter von Bauer arrived bringing much
needed additional investment (from his brother's resources). With this stronger financial base and the purchase of
more planes, by the following year they were able to begin operating regular scheduled flights carrying
passengers, freight and mail. SCADTA's airmail service was operated under a franchise agreement with the
Colombian government. To obtain revenue for the service SCADTA had “stamps” printed to their own designs
which were sold to the sender to cover the cost of the journey by air. Regular Colombian stamps had to be
purchased and affixed for onward transmission to their final destination. The first stamps (issued in 1921) showed
a Fokker aircraft with wheels under the fuselage – the illustration was amended in 1923 by replacing the wheels
with pontoons for landing on water. (Fig. 2)
Soon after the inception of flights, there was demand from mailers in other countries to use the service. In 1923
SCADTA overprinted (initially hand-stamped) some of their stamps for use on mail from foreign countries flown in
Colombia by SCADTA planes. The stamps were known as the “consular issues” as they were sold in the Colombian
consulates abroad, usually in the capital city. Different overprinted letters were assigned to different countries;
e.g. 'A' was used for Germany (Allemagne) and 'EU' for the USA (Estados Unidos) – Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Handstamp 'S'

The “consular issue” - machine overprints

The “gold-dollar” stamps
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Fig. 3 (left) My earliest cover (from 1922) with a regular SCADTA stamp overprinted with a 'A' for Allemagne, used by
Phillipi & Herman before the S-overprinted stamps were available.
Fig. 4 (right) The only-known postcard with a SCADTA stamp with a hand-stamped overprint 'S' – flown from Zürich to
Barranquilla-Neiva, destination Bogota.

On 17th July, 1923, the SCADTA stamps with hand-overprinted 'S' for Switzerland became available in Bern (Fig. 2)
Some other countries, including Germany, had SCADTA stamps earlier. The company Philippi & Hermann, in Basel,
close to the German border, was aware of the SCADTA stamps in Germany. Not wanting to be at a disadvantage to
its German competitors, it acquired some of those SCADTA stamps with overprint 'A', and used them for their own
letters from Basel. Five such covers are now known (Fig. 3).
The covers from abroad to be delivered to addresses in Colombia would be initially mailed to the SCADTA office in
Colombia at Barranquilla within an outer envelope; the requisite Colombian stamps required for the journey from
the nearest arrival airport to the final destination would be affixed by SCADTA clerks in Barranquilla. This "twocover system" was cumbersome, so before long arrangements were made so that SCADTA stamps were tolerated
on letters from the source country, the "one-cover system." Switzerland never required the two-cover system, but
it was sometimes used on Swiss mail. Initially, postal clerks were careful not to cancel the SCADTA stamps, leaving
that responsibility to the clerks in Barranquilla. Later, the SCADTA stamps too were cancelled in Switzerland.
In late 1923, machine-printing of the overprints was introduced (Fig. 2). In 1929 newly designed stamps were
issued by SCADTA, the so-called “Gold dollar stamps”, which were intended for use from all countries (Fig. 2).
Overprints indicating the country of origin of the mail item were no longer required.
SCADTA's services soon became popular, the rapid growth in business being shown in the table below:
Year
Kilometres flown
No. of Passengers
Tonnage of Cargo
1920
4,325
12
850
1929
1,268,703
6,578
671,435
In 1929 SCADTA expanded air services into Ecuador, Peru and Panama. The USA authorities refused permission for
SCADTA to undertake flights into or within the US, even though there were no equivalent American air services.
This was the impetus for the formation of Pan-American Airways.
The Great Depression impacted on Colombia and led to a decline in SCADTA's business. Von Bauer needed to sell
some of his SCADTA stock to repay his brother; the fledgling Pan American airline took advantage of the situation
and secretly bought 50% of Peter von Bauer's stock; they bought the remainder several years later. After that,
Pan-Am and SCADTA collaborated on the provision of a variety of air services.
In 1932 the Colombian government took over responsibility for airmail services to and from the country by
contracting with SCADTA for airmail, and thus ended the need for SCADTA stamps. In the late 1930s, the United
States became worried about all those planes with German pilots working for a somewhat German company
flying so close to the Panama Canal. So after two weeks in which Pan American airlines personnel flew incognito
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on SCADTA planes, SCADTA was nationalised overnight on 14 th June 1940, with the Pan-American personnel
replacing all the German personnel. The company was soon re-privatised with the name Avianca, which still exists
today.
Among the other interesting mail items shown in the display were:

Fig. 5 (left) A Registered cover from Wallenstadt to Bogota in 1927 with a German airmail stamp and the following SCADTA
stamps: a 15c with a machine overprinted 'S', a 20c machine-overprinted twice – 'R' for Registration as well as the 'S', and
three 5c without overprints; the 5c stamps were probably hastily supplied to the Colombian consulate in Bern without
bothering to overprint them.
Fig. 6 (right) A postcard of 1923 from Locarno, Switzerland, flown by Zeppelin from Friedrichshafen on the first American
Graf Zeppelin flight. It reached Cartagena in Colombia and was flown by SCADTA to an airport near the destination of
Apulo. This is the only known example of a card with the correct intended postcard use of a SCADTA machine-overprinted
15c stamp.

Fig. 7 (left) A cover from Thun, Switzerland, addressed to the Swiss consul in Panama; the addressee had moved to Bogota,
so the Swiss consulate in Panama added a SCADTA stamp overprinted 'P' for Panama so it could be flown by SCADTA. This
is the only Swiss cover known with a 'P' overprint.
Fig. 8 (right) A Registered cover sent from Triesenberg in Liechtenstein to Barranquilla/Bogota in 1927 with three
Liechtenstein Caritas stamps and SCADTA stamps: 10c and 20c with machine-printed overprint 'S' and 20c with machineprinted overprint 'R' and 'S'. Only five such covers exist.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
7th - 18th October 2016 'Aerophilately Day' organised by the SAV in the Swiss Communications Museum in Lucerne.
A bonus – the exact venue is the Hans Erni Haus (art gallery) which is within the Museum site. Further details –
www.sav-aerophilatelie.ch
2nd - 4th December 2016 'Philexpo 2016 Oberaargau' to be held in Aarwangen – a Stufe III Competition with “Swiss
Champion” and “Day of the Stamp”. Further details – www.philexpo-2016.ch
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FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS
Southern Group - The next all-day Saturday meeting will be on 15 th October 2016 (Eric Lienhard's 'Philatelic World
of Chocolate' a.m. and Members' Displays p.m.). Venue: "The Three Crowns" at Whaddon, just off the A36 (about
3 - 4 miles south of Salisbury - postcode SP5 3HB). Arrive 10a.m. for coffee; talks and displays 10.30a.m. to
12.30p.m. and 2.00p.m. to 4.00p.m; lunch 1.00p.m. Dates for meetings in 2017 are: 18 th March, 3rd June and 7th
October. Further information is available on the Society's Website or from Werner Gattiker at:
werner@swisstamps.co.uk, Tel. 01273 845501.
Northern Group - The Group intend to have three meetings again next season. The first meeting will probably be
held in November 2016. Full details will appear in the Newsletter shortly. Further information from David Hope
(Tel. 0161 3030091).
GABRA VI, BURGDORF, 29th SEPTEMBER – 1st OCTOBER 2017
GABRA VI is a Postal Stationery and Postal History Exhibition with international participation, celebrating the
150th anniversary of Swiss Federal Post Stationery Envelopes (“Tübli-Briefe”). Five hundred 12-sheet frames are
awaiting non-competitive exhibits of postal documents of all types, i.e. covers, cards, postal stationery, perfins,
but also fiscals and “Heimat” (i.e. local area) collections, which may include up to 30% non-philatelic material.
There will also be room for Picture Postcard collections, especially from the Bern/Burgdorf area. Potential
exhibitors should contact: Peter Bamert, Heilbronnerstrasse 13, CH-4500 SOLOTHURN, Switzerland.
After five previous similar exhibitions in Burgdorf – all highly acclaimed and attracting lots of visitors and
exhibitors – this is the sixth time that this friendly, non-competitive show is being held. There will, of course, be
the usual bourse with dealers’ tables, as well as good catering available, and it is recommended that potential
visitors pencil the date into their diaries now.
'SWISS POSTBUSES' – A REVIEW

DAVID HOPE

This publication in English by the 'Swiss Railways Society' is a welcome
addition to the list of books about Swiss Postbuses. The author begins with an
introduction outlining details about travel tickets and planning journeys on
postbuses. Although postbuses run throughout the year, the book naturally
concentrates on the summer season from June to October when all routes are
operational. After the introduction comes a very useful and concise history of
the development of the postbuses from 1906 to the present day. The bulk of
the book then deals with the nine Postbus Regions. Each regional section
begins with a map showing the main routes and these are developed in the
accompanying text. Details include bus number, frequency of service and
journey times. These chapters are profusely illustrated throughout with
pictures showing the postbuses referred to in the text with additional details added. Finally comes a list of the
modern-day fleet (as of 2015) and who manufactures them. The author also includes details of Postbus
operations in France and Liechtenstein and, in Appendix 1, lists the current bus and coach operators in Swizerland,
indicating which ones operate on behalf of Postbus Ltd. This is an excellent book and highly recommended,
particularly for anyone thinking of developing a philatelic theme on the subject.
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